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INTRODUCTION 

Interpretations of Goethe's Gotz von Berlichingen traditionaliy 

emphasize the role of history in the drama. In his notes to the Hara-

burger edition of Gotz, Wolfgang Kayser cites the poet's stated inten-

tion, "das damalige Hof und Ritterleben zu schildern." But not all 

critics have been satisfied with Goethe's treatment of historical 

material. In 1929 Heinrich Meyer-Benfey charged that Goethe's omis-

sion of such luminaries as Martin Luther and Ulrich von Hutten, and 

his portrayal of the age of Humanism and Reformation as an era of ruth-

less princes, pedantry, spineless Christianity and petty merchants 

amount to "die ungeheuerlichste und frechste Geschichtsfâlschung, die 

r -I 2 jemals unternommen |_wordenJ ist." In 1952 Friedrich Sengle pointed 

out that Goethe was not as much interested in factual accuracy as in 

penetrating the spirit of the age: "Dem Gotz-Dichter koramt es auf die 

3 
innere historische Wahrheit an." Goethe's interest in Gotz focuses 

upon the waning Middle Ages as they were yielding to the dawning Neuzeit 

We have Goethe's word for it that the figure of Gotz is "das 

Symbol einer bedeutenden Weltepoche" (H.A., X:170), and so modern 

interpretations tend to emphasize heavily the notion of a historical 

determinism at work within the play. Wolfgang Kayser writes: 

Keine Handlung, kein Geschehen macht Gbtzens 
Untergang notwendig. Wenn wir ihn dennoch als 
notwendig empfinden, so weiB der Dichter das 
aus anderen Bereichen zu gestaiten: die Zeit, 



die Gotz vertritt ist Natur geworden und in 
ihren Herbst getreten.^ 

Kayser means that Gbtz, as a symbol of Germany's vigorous Middle Ages, 

no longer has a place in the modern worid and so must die. Benno von 

Wiese concurs with Kayser and expresses the idea more clearly: 

Die in [CbtzensJ Charakter verkbrperten 
individuelien Naturwerte, Rechtschaffenheit, 
Stârke, Freiheitsiiebe, und ritteriiche 
Wahrhaftigkeit, sind "unzeitgemá3" in einem 
Jahrhundert, das Goethe bereits mit den Augen 
der Rousseauschen Kulturkritik als die 
heraufziehende Zeit der Unnatur, der List, ^ 
des Betruges, der hbfischen Zivilisation sieht. 

Von Wiese continues that the tragedy of Gbtz lies "in dem Uberwaltigtwerden 

des gro3en und edlen Herzens durch die Geschichte." Many other critics 

... , . 7 
have come to the same or similar conclusions. 

The American critic Frank Ryder proposes that attempts to interpret 

Gbtz in terms of history instead of in terms of art do not do justice 

to the play. He contends that "preoccupation with the historical back-

ground, with Gbtz as a pawn on the board of history or as a univalent 

personaiity in a hostiie time, leaves the typical modern analysis almost 
Q 

entirely devoid of reference to inner conflict." In Ryder's view, 

"inner conflict" in the hero's personai value system dominates and de-

terraines the course of the drama: 

Tragic consequences evolve when a specific ex-
ternal force (the Emperor), whose prime quality 
is not its historicity but its intimate connection 
with Gbtz's personai structure of vaiues, changes 



"valence" and produces a set of inner reactions 
which 
onist. 
which first immobilize and then undo the protag-

9 

Ryder's ciose reading and subsequent analysis of the drama's structure 

produce a reasonably convincing argument for a strictly internal expli-

cation of the play. 

There is a considerable gap between Ryder's structuraiism and the 

traditional historical approach to Goethe's Gbtz. Ryder dismisses the 

importance of historical factors almost entirely, and the prominent 

German critics have generally failed to offer a satisfactory interpre-

tation of the drama's structure. For instance, Wolfgang Kayser 

apparently finds a failure in connection between Gehalt and Gestalt 

in Gbtz: 

Nun zeigt freilich die Gestalt des fertigen 
Dramas, daB diese Struktur—die gro3e redliche 
Natur zum Untergang gebracht durch die unredliche, 
dekadente Zeit—nicht rein ausgeprágt, ja nur 
muhsam zu erkénnen ist.-'-̂  

According to Emil Staiger, Goethe's "Lust an der wunderbaren, 

mannigf altigen F lle des Lebens scheint sich iiberall einzumischen und 

die urspriingliche Absicht zu stbren," and Max Morris faults Goethe for 

13 
writing "ohne Rucksicht auf die Forderungen des Theaters". One senses 

in these criticisms an uneasiness with Goethe's atectonic approach to 

form in Gbtz. But since Volker Klotz's definitive work, Geschiossene 

14 
und offene Form im Drama (1969), in which he analyzes and legitimizes 

the disruption of the traditional unities in drama, the seeming disunity 



of Gbtz has become a moot point. Klotz demonstrates that aesthetically 

sophisticated dramas of the "open form" are organized not haphazardly 

but according to compositional principles such as the repetition, 

variation and contrast of thematic material which serves to determine, 

expand and illuminate a drama's basic conflict. It is this sort of 

organization that one finds in Gbtz, and it is this sort of organization 

which links the historicai purport of Gbtz with its artistic form. 

Meyer-Benfey entirely misses the artful marriage of form and content in 

Gbtz when he dismisses history as mere "Geschichtsfalschung." 

Friedrich Sengle strikes much closer to the truth when he recognizes 

Goethe's interest in the "innere historische Wahrheit," but he does not 

develop this observation into an interpretation of the play. Kayser, 

Staiger, Viêtor and others are willing to discuss the important role of 

history in the play and to develop various isolated symbols and images 

which relate to the central theme, but none has sought a systematic 

development of this theme within the play's interior. Frank Ryder has 

pursued this interior system, but without regard to the historical theme 

This study will examine the relationship between history and art in 

Gbtz and will attempt to analyze the method which Goethe employs to 

unite the two. It is generally agreed that Gbtz is not "historical" 

in the strictest sense of fidelity to objective historical fact; the 

poet's rendering of history finds its substance not in the accurate 

reproduction of historical detail but in the imaginative condensation 

of historical material into a poetic form which mirrors Goethe's vision 



of sixteenth-century Germany, the "innere historische Wahrheit" to 

which Sengle alludes. I will first of ail examine two essays from 

the Gbtz-period, "Zum Shakespeares-Tag" and "Von deutscher Baukunst," 

in order to glean from them artistic principles which one might expect 

to find at work in Gbtz. I wili then turn to the historicai source 

material of the drama and, finally, to its unifying motif. I wili 

attempt to show that a single motif underlies the basic structure of 

this drama. This motif is the conflict of Gbtz with the worid around 

him. Goethe repeats and expands this conflict to underscore the drama's 

central historical theme: the death of the waning Middle Ages and the 

birth of the Neuzeit. 



II 

GOTZ AND ART 

Goethe's well known relationship to the sixteenth century provides 

a convenient point of departure for this study. It has been established 

that not only his interest in the Gbtz material but also his interest 

in chapbooks and the Faust legend, in Hans Sachs, Reineke Fuchs and the 

German Volkslied all attest to Goethe's life-long attraction to late 

medieval Germany. Even the Frankfurt of Goethe's youth, with its narrow 

streets, open markets, defensive walls, moats and towers made present 

the daily life of earlier times and, as Goethe recalls in his auto-

biography, "eine gewisse Neigung zum Altertumlichen setzte sich bei 

dem Knaben fest" (H.A., IX:18). Wolfram von den Steinen points out 

that much of Goethe's Frankfurt did indeed retain its medieval char-

acter, often in the less attractive aspects of municipal sanitation and 

living conditions in the poorer quarters. But also city life, customs, 

politics, law, amusements and the heritage of the people of Frankfurt 
1 f. 

were firmly rooted in medieval Germany. 

It was perhaps eighteenth-century Germany's nearness to its origins 

that caused the enlightened man of the age to look upon his medieval 

heritage as one of primitive superstition, ignorance, poverty and 

barbarism. In his work Auch eine Geschichte zur Biidung der Menschheit 

(1774), Goethe's friend and mentor Herder takes issue with the Enlight-

enment's a.ttitude toward the Middle Ages. Herder outlines the eighteenth 

century's prejudice: 



Die dunkeln Seiten dieses Zeitraums stehn in 
allen Buchern: jeder klaBische Schbndenker, 
der die Policirung unsres Jahrhunderts furs 
non plus ultra der Menschheit halt, hat 
Gelegenheit ganze Jahrhunderte auf Barbarei 
elendes Staatsrecht, Aberglauben und Dummheit, 
Mangel der Sitten und Abgeschmacktheit—in 
Schulen, in Landsitzen, in Tempeln, in Klbstern, 
in Rathausern, in Handwerkszlinften, in Hlitten 
und Hausern zu schmalen und iiber das Licht 
unsres Jahrhunderts . . . zu Lobjauchzen.^^ 

Such was the general attitude toward the Middle Ages during Goethe's 

youth. But with the coming of the Sturm-und-Drang movement, the 

medieval world was rediscovered and enthusiastically promoted as a 

more vigorous, more noble era of German history. For Goethe this was 

the Strassburg period, when under the influence of Herder he became 

acquainted with Hamann's irrationaiism, the teachings of Rousseau, the 

concept of original genius, Ossian, Shakespeare, German history, and 

European balladry. Scholars have established that the nationalistic 

writings of the historian Justus Mbser (1720-1794) also exercised a 

18 
considerable influence upon the young poet's thought. 

Aside from Goethe's lyric production of this period, the works 

which have aroused the most scholarly attention are Gbtz and the two 

short essays, "Zum Shakespeares-Tag" (1771) and "Von deutscher Baukunst" 

(1772). The first of these is often mentioned in connection with Gbtz. 

Many scholars see in the Shakespeare speech an outline for the basic 

19 
contours of Gbtz and typically cite the following passage: 

Shakespeares Theater ist ein schbner Raritãtenkasten, 
in dem die Geschichte der Welt vor unsern Augen an 
dem unsichtbaren Faden der Zeit vorbeiwallt. Seine 
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Plane sind, nach dem gemeinen Stil zu reden, 
keine Plane, aber seine Stucke drehen sich alle 
um den geheimen Punkt (den noch kein Philosoph 
gesehen und bestimmt hat) , in dem das Eigentiimliche 
unsres Ichs, die prâtendierte Freiheit unsres 
Wollens, mit dem notwendigen Gang des Ganzen 
zusammenstb3t. (H.A., XII:226) 

Implicit in these words of praise for Shakespeare are threads of 

thought which Goethe incorporates into his Gotz. Like the historical 

plays of Shakespeare, Gbtz is a "Raritâtenkasten" in which we may view 

the "invisible thread of the age." The idea of a historical 

"Raritâtenkasten" anticipates the complexity of historicai detail pre-

sent in Gotz. But especially important for Gbtz is this "secret point" 

around which the drama turns, this clash of the individual's presumed 

free will against the inexorable course of events. Critics such as 

Kayser, Vietor, and Staiger cite these lines in support of the histor-

ical determinism which they feel dominates the action of Gbtz. The 

hero, symbol of Germany's vigorous Middle Ages, comes into conflict 

with the new age of man and does not survive the confrontation. 

As I have indicated, there is general agreement among Goethe 

scholars that the Shakespeare speech provides a good index to Goethe's 

ideas on drama which he realized in Gô'tz. But there are also ideas 

implicit in the essay on German architecture which might be appiicabie 

to Gdtz. Many observers have taken note of Goethe's intention to pre-

sent a panoramic drama of the waning Middle Ages, yet surprisingly 

little interest has been shouni for the raanner in which Goethe organizes 



historical material into dramatic form. I believe that I recognize 

in "Von deutscher Baukunst" the germinal form of these principies. 

Aside from the pride that Goethe took in the native Germanic character 

of the Strassburg Cathedral, his greatest interest was in 1) the 

artist's creative genius, 2) the intricate complexity of the cathedrai 

and 3) its non-symmetrical harmony. Goethe's Gbtz follows the same 

generai prescription: Goethe, 1) the artist-genius, composes 2) a 

drama complex by virtue of its panoramic intention. This drama, though 

not organized according to the classical principles of dramatic form, 

nevertheless expresses 3) a natural, inner harmony that does not rely 

on exterior symmetry. In the following discussion, I shall attempt to 

demonstrate this relationship between Gbtz and "Von deutscher Baukunst" 

with respect to the drama's historical purport. This discussion should 

help to illurainate Goethe's way to the age's "innere historische Wahrheit" 

and. make clear the manner in which he attempts to portray the waning 

Middle Ages. 

The essay "Von deutscher Baukunst" deals with the Gothic cathedral 

at Strassburg and Erwin von Steinbach, whom Goethe supposed to be its 

creator. The poet enthusiastically praises Steinbach's creative genius 

and the cathedral's uniquely German beauty, in which he recognizes "das 

tiefste Gefíihl von Wahrheit und Schbnheit der Verhaltnisse, wirkend 

aus starker, rauher, deutscher Seele, auf dem eingeschrânkten diistern 

Pfaffenschaupiatz des raedii aevi" (H.A., XII:14). This "strong, rugged, 

German soul" is clearly evident in Gbtz and has been the object of much 

attention. But iess clearly evident yet equally present in Gbtz are the 
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same artistic principles which Goethe admires in the cathedral. He 

first of all admires the original genius of Steinbach, "der zuerst 

die zerstreuten Elemente in ein lebendiges Ganze zusaramenschuf" 

(H.A., XII:12). It is reasonable to assume that the sarae notion holds 

true for Shakespeare and for Goethe. The parallel between the builder 

and the poet fusing disparate eleraents into a living whole is clear 

enough: Steinbach quarried the stone for his cathedral from the earth; 

Goethe quarried the basic components of his drama from history; and 

both created a living whole. 

Goethe also makes some attempt to explain the nature of this 

organic unity that he senses in the cathedral, but in strictly subjec-

tive terms. The classical Goethe would perhaps have pursued this 

matter systematically, but the Stiirmer and Drãnger is more interested 

in feeling than method. He makes scattered remarks concerning the 

"tausend harmonisierenden Einzelheiten," the meiting of "die unzãhligen 

Teile zu ganzen Massen," "ein ewiges Ganze," "mannigfaitige Grb3e," 

"die unwiderstehliche Macht des gro3en Ganzen" and so forth (H.A., XII: 

9-13). Goethe clearly admires what may well be calied the manifold 

complexity of the cathedral, and he sees in it a natural artistic ex-

pression; 

Wie frisch leuchtet' er im Morgenduftglanz 
mir entgegen, wie froh konnt' ich ihm meine 
Arme entgegenstrecken, schauen die groøen 
harmonischen Massen, zu unzâhlig kleinen 
Teilen belebt, wie in Werken der ewigen Natur, 
bis aufs geringste Zâserchen, alies Gestalt, 
und alies zweckend zum Ganzen. . . . (H.A., XII:12) 



The interplay of many intricate and highly individualized details is 

recognizable as one of the underlying principles in Gbtz, and it 

echoes again Goethe's admiration for Shakespeare's "Raritâtenkasten" 

of the world's history. The artist-genius is intuitively able to draw 

all of the disparate elements together into an aesthetically coherent 

whole, what Goethe calls "das charakteristische Ganze" (H.A.,XII:13). 

This interest in manifold complexity organized into a character-

istic whole raanifests itself in Gbtz. through Goethe's panoraraic inten-

tion. He attempts to portray the fading medieval world in epic breadth 

and in so doing breaks up the formal unity of action, time and place in 

order to make way for the many particularized details, i.e. characters, 

scene changes and sub-plots, which seemed to him necessary to an artis-

tically truthful portrayal of the age. When Goethe's dramatic works 

appeared in French translation in 1826, J. J. Ampêre wrote a review 

that Goethe translated into German. Goethe's interest in the article 

suggests his tacit agreement with it: 

Gbtz von Berlichingen ist ein Gemalde oder viei 
mehr eine weitgreifende Skizze des sechzehnten 
Jahrhunderts. . . . Alles geht auf die Hauptwirkung 
los, alles trãgt dazu bei die gro3e Gestalt des 
hinsterbenden Mitteialters zu zeigen. Denn man 
kann sagen: das Mittelalter sei eigentlich der 
Held dieses wunderlichen Dramas, man sieht es 
leben und handeln, und dafiir interessiert raan 
sich. Das Mittelalter atmet ganz und gar mit 
diesem Gbtz mit der eisernen Hand; hier ist die 
Kraft, die Rechtlichkeit, die Unabhangigkeit 
dieser Epoche, sie spricht durch den Mund dieses 
Individuums, verteidigt sich durch seinen Arm, 
unterliegt und stirbt mit ihm. (G.A., XIV:875) 
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Ampére's praise calls to mind once again both Shakespeare's 

Raritãtenkasten" and Goethe's comments on the organic masses of the 

Strassburg Cathedral: Goethe's "Alles zweckend zum Ganzen" rings 

much like Ampêre's "Alles Gestalt, und alles geht auf die Hauptwirkung 

los, alles trâgt dazu bei die gro3e Gestalt des hinsterbenden 

Mittelalters zu zeigen." The masses raust work together to form a' 

representative whole. 

Gotz abounds with representative figures, and as Ampêre suggests 

at the head of them all is Gbtz himself. He represents the venerable 

order of Imperial Knights and so embodies the old, natural virtues 

which Goethe associated with its aging tradition: he is a courageous 

man of action, close to nature, independent, "getreuherzig," and vig-

20 
orous. Other figures, too, are representative of Goethe's vision of 

the age. Weislingen is a foil to Gbtz, a good knight turned bad, and 

as such is representative of the new age's lack of the old virtues. 

There is also Georg, the faithful page; the Bishop of Bamberg, a petty 

territorial iord and corrupt ecclesiastic; Olearius, the captious jurist; 

Brother Martin, the good monk; Metzler, the brutal peasant, as well as 

a host of others: peasants, soldiers, gypsies, faint-hearted burghers, 

and so forth. The scenes of action also evidence a characteristic cross-

section of the late Middle Ages, ranging from court to castle, forest, 

village, inn, city and prison. Like Shakespeare and Steinbach before 

him, Goethe conceives himself to be the artist-genius capable of orga-

nizing the many characters and scenes into his "charakteristisches 

Ganze." In his "Dritte Wallfahrt nach Erwins Grabe im Juli 1775," 

Goethe wrote in this regard: 
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Mit jedem Tritte uberzeugte man sich mehr: 
da3 Schbpfungskraft im Kiinstler sei aufschwellendes 
Gefiihi der Verhaltnisse, Ma3e und des Gehbrigen, 
und da3 nur durch diese ein selbstãndig Werk, wie 
andere Geschbpfe durch ihre individueile Keimkraft 
hervorgetrieben werden. (H.A., XII:30) 

Goethe sensed in Gothic architecture and in Shakespearian drama 

a kindred organic unity which arises not frora adherence to princi-

pies of classical form but from inner necessity, from the artist's 

feeling for "proportion, dimension and the appropriate." Form, in the 

view of the young Goethe, must proceed organically from nature itself 

and does so through the medium of the creative genius who gives it 

concrete shape. This organic unity has come to be known as "innere 

Form." Karl Viêtor defines it as 

eine Forra, die nicht mit den Augen zu sehen, 
nicht rait den Ohren zu hbren ist. Aus dera 
stãndig flie3enden Proze3 des Lebens werden 
Zustânde, Gestalten, Ereignisse ausgewahit, 
herausgehoben, zura begrenzten Ganzen einer 
Episode zusammengeballt, die zum reprasentativen 
Fali, zum mikrokosmischen Symbol des Lebensganzen 
wird.*̂ ^ 

Oskar Waizei has traced the notion of "innere Form" from Goethe back 

22 
to the Earl of Shaftesbury and ultimately to Plotinus and Plato. 

Concerning Goethe's observations on the Strassburg Cathedral, Waizel 

writes: 

Da ist ja rait einem Schiage die innere 
Gesetzlichkeit eines Kunstwerks, die bis ins 
Kleinste die âu3ere Form bestimmt, nicht nur 
an sich festgestellt, auch sofort mit der Natur 
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in Parallele gesetzt. GewiB eine aus intuitiver 
Offenbarung keimende Vorwegnahme spâterer Erkenntnis! 

Waizel goes on to suggest that Goethe first indicates a conscious 

awareness of the relationship between content and form in 1775 when the 

poet calls for a halt to the talk of exterior unities in drama and in-

sists that there is "doch eine Form, die sich von jener unterscheidet 

wie der innere Sinn vom au3ern, die nicht mit den Handen gegriffen, 

9 / 

die gefuhlt sein will" (H.A., XII:22). This feeling of inward unity 

that Goethe wants for the drama is identicai with that which he felt 

for "die gro3en harmonischen Massen" of the Strassburg Cathedral. 

Goethe's Gbtz marks the poet's attempt to form a living, organic 

whole by imaginatively reshaping the manifold detaii of actual history. 

Inner form is expressed in Gbtz as the recurrence and variation of 

Goethe's basic historicai theme, the clash of the ages. For Goethe, 

this organic conception of art is the only "true" one. He somewhat 

cryptically writes in "Von deutscher Baukunst:" "Diese charakteristische 

Kunst ist nun die einzige wahre" (H.A., XII:13). It is tempting to 

interpret Goethe's use of the word "characteristic" in terras of Viêtor's 

above mentioned definition of inner form by which the poet carefuliy 

selects situations, figures and events and organizes them into a repre-

sentative whoie. In Gbtz this characteristic whole becomes representa-

tive of Goethe's vision of the Middle Ages. Even without this iink 

between the architecture essay and the theory of inner form, it is 

clear enough that the process which Viêtor describes takes place in 

Gbtz. Goethe attempts to penetrate history by portraying characteristic 
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situations, events and characters. His draraa reduces the late Middle 

Ages into a microcosm: he conceives of the basic characteristic of 

the dying Middle Ages as the clash of two worlds; this collision appears 

preeminently in Gbtz's confrontation with the Bishop and his henchmen. 

From this focal point of dramatic tension—what he called in the 

Shakespeare speech "der geheime Punkt" around which the drama turns 

(see p. 8 )—grow other collisions which reflect and reinforce this 

basic theme. The recurrence of this clash-motif constitutes the inner 

form which iends unity to the complexity of the drama's medievai pan-

orama. It reappears in the collision of Kaiser Maximilian with the 

petty territoriai lords and burghers, in the conflict of the medievai 

troth ideal with political expediency, in the conflict of the peasants 

with the upper classes, in the marked contrast between Brother Martin 

and the Bishop, and in the confrontation between Roman and Germanic 

law. Each conflict finds its antecedent in history but, as has been 

noted, Goethe does not limit himself to strictiy objective historicai 

fact. He abstracts from the piethora of historicai fact and detail 

that which he understands to be typicai or representative and then 

vests within these abstractions life-giving individuality. Thus, the 

abstract conception of a nobler, more vigorous era finds its partic-

ularized form in the figure of Gbtz. 

Goethe's deep interest in the particular figure of Gbtz is funda-

raental to the manner in which he portrays history. Goethe saw repre-

sented in Gbtz all the ideal characteristics of the age, and so he 

felt that the artistic reshaping of the materiai frora the historicai 
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Lebensbeschreibung of Gottfried by an artist-genius such as himself 

should naturaily result in a draraa faithful to the inner spirit of the 

declining Middle Ages. H. A. Korff calls this process the poetic 

renewal of history and stresses the organizational principle of das 

Charakteristische in Gbtz: 

Das deutsche Drama, kbnnen wir sagen, ist keine 
spannende, sondern eine charakterisierende, eine 
charakteristische Kunst. Seine Idee und sein 
organisierendes Prinzip ist der charakteristische, 
Mensch, der ja, wie wir wissen, auch fiir den 
jungen Goethe ganz zweifellos das erste Motiv 
zu seinem Gbtz gewesen ist, als dieser ihm in 
seiner Autogiographie so lebendig entgegentrat.^° 

That Goethe conceived of history in terras of colossal personalities 

27 
is well known and need not be treated here. In the context of the 

Sturm und Drang, Goethe's interest in the overwhelraing personality 

was fully in keeping with that generation's fascination with the 

Kraftkerl. But unlike many other dramas of the Sturm und Drang raove-

ment, the central character in Gbtz has at the sarae time a clear his-

torical significance. Goethe concentrates the ideal characteristics 

of a medieval Reichsritter into the figure of Gbtz and then sends hira 

into conflict with the new age of man. 

It is interesting to note that this idea of the artist-genius 

winnowing from the abundance of raw material that which is essential 

or characteristic and then giving it artistic form can also be traced 

back to Shaftesbury. In his study of Shaftesbury's influence on German 

thought, F. C. Weiser explains the notion that truth may be arrived 
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at by a grasp of the typical in the structure of the universe: "Die 

schaffende Phantasie aber bringt die Typik der Naturforraen und damit 

die .Wahrheit', das Weltgewollte, zu deutlicher Auspragung."^^ The 

principie here is the same as that which Viêtor expressed with specific 

reference to Goethe (see above p.l3). Weiser goes on to deveiop this 

thought more fuliy: 

Das Individuelle darf nie als etwas Absonderliches 
unserem eigenen Empfinden entriickt werden, es ist 
vielmehr die Aufgabe des Kiinstlers, stbrende 
Besonderheiten auszuscheiden und den individueiien 
Zug in einer Weise zu vertiefen, da3 wir ein „Q 
reprasentatives Bild dieser besonderen Art erblicken. 

With or without the direct influence of Shaftesbury, Goethe moved 

instinctively toward the typical, erabellishing it with enough eiements 

of the particuiar to produce a life-Iike depth. From the raw raaterial 

of history, Goethe winnows the essential characteristics of the age 

and then reorganizes thera into an aesthetically coherent whole. 

Before proceeding further it wiil be usefui to review the artistic 

principles which I have tried to abstract from Goethe's essay on 

Shakespeare and the Strassburg Cathedral. In "Zum Shakespeares-Tag" 

Goethe sketches the basic artistic principies of Gbtz. The draraa is 

a "Raritâtenkasten," in which we view history as it unfoids aiong the 

invisible thread of the age, and in which the individual's wiil coilides 

with the necessary course of events. Goethe admires both Shakespeare 

and Steinbach as creative geniuses who have created a more natural and 

therefore more truthful art. 'His interest in the "Raritãtenkasten" 
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anticipates his enthusiasm for the raanifold complexity of the cathedral, 

and both emerge in Gbtz as a complex panorama of the ebbing Middle Ages 

in Germany. Goethe senses an organic unity or "inner form" in the 

cathedral as weli as in Shakespeare. He believes this unity to arise 

from the artist-genius's innate grasp of "Verhâltnisse, Ma3e und des 

Gehorigen" and his understanding of the essentiai characteristics 

which comprise the basic nature of an era or people. Goethe's vision 

of that which is representative or typical of the German Middle Ages 

emerges clearly in the figure of Gbtz himself, as well as in a clash-

motif submerged in the action of the draraa. In the next section I will 

examine the reiationship of Gbtz to its historical source material, and 

in the following section I will attempt a detailed anaiysis of the 

clash-raotif, which I consider to be of central iraportance to the drama's 

aesthetic unity. 



III 

GOTZ AND ITS HISTORICAL SOURCE 

Goethe's interest in the work of Shakespeare and Steinbach points 

up the artistic inclination which he would manifest in Gbtz. The 

concrete, historical source for his drama was an autobiography of the 

sixteenth-century Reichsritter, Gottfried von Berlichingen (1480-1562). 

Goethe became familiar with the historicai Beriichingen when he read 

the Imperiai Knight's Lebensbeschreibung in Strassburg and became so 

enaraored of the swashbuckling account that he decided to base a draraa 

30 
upon it. His reading of Gottfried's autobiography, his studies of 

fifteenth and sixteenth-century history, the influence of Herder and 

Mbser and even the cathedral at Strassburg were ali on his mind as the 

Gbtz gradually took shape in his iraagination: 

"Gbtz von Berlichingen" baute sich nach und nach 
in meinem Geiste zusammen, das Studium des 
funfzehnten und sechzehnten Jahrhunderts beschaftigte 
mich, und jenes Miinstergebãude hatte einen sehr 
ernsten Eindruck in rair zuriickgelassen, der ais 
Hintergrund zu solchen Dichtungen gar wohi dastehn 
konnte. (H.A., IX:507) 

Goethe sensed in the cathedral a uniquely German character and thought 

that he had discovered in Gottfried's Lebensbeschreibung another 

authentic testament to his nation's former strength and vigor. 

Goethe bases various events in his draraa on occurrences either 

recounted or aiiuded to in the autobiography. The Landfrieden declared 

by the Diet of Worras in 1495 is the raost iraportant of these. In an 
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effort to bring internal peace to the Empire, the Imperial Diet out-

lawed feuding and forraed the Reichskaramergericht to settle disputes. 

The historicai Gottfried as well as the charapion of Goethe's drama 

both refused to obey the new law and were eventually arrested for 

continuing to feud. Gottfried carried out the "Nurnberger Fehde" and 

his campaign against the Bishop of Bamberg during the years 1512 and 

1513, and he was finally outlawed and arrested for these crimes; but 

in 1514 he was able to buy his way free. In 1519 the Swabian League 

besieged hira at Mbckmuhi where, as in the drama's third act, the enemy 

treacherously captured and imprisoned hira. The historicai Gottfried 

reraained iraprisoned at Heilbronn until 1522, at which time he paid 2000 

florins and swore an oath, the so-called Urfehde, not to feud anymore 

in return for his freedom. He iived peaceably enough until 1525 when 

he becarae erabroiled in the Peasant War. Gottfried was tried in 1526 

and found innocent of wrongdoing. But he was tried once again in 1528, 

found guilty this time and jaiied until 1530. He was released when he 

again swore the Urfehde. Goethe's Gbtz does not survive this second 

imprisonment, but the historicai Gbtz was not to be kept down. He iived 

on to campaign for the Erapire against the Turks and French. He did not 

die until 1562 at the age of eighty-two. 

The historicai Gottfried portrayed hiraseif in his Lebensbeschreibung 

as a boldly independent, God-fearing cavalier. Goethe overlooked the 

brutality of his exploits and focused instead upon the vitaiity of this 

Kraftkerl and apparentiy accepted the autobiography as truth. He wrote 

to his friend Saizmann: "Ich draraatisire die Geschichte eines der 
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edelsten Deutschen, rette das Andencken eines braven Mannes. . ." 

(Goethes Briefe, H.A., 1:128). But modern descriptive history has not 

been so favorabiy disposed toward Gbtz or his compatriot Franz von 

Sickingen: 

Beide Manner waren durchaus zerstbrende Naturen, 
voll Wildheit, Rauflust und Gewinnsucht. Sie beriefen 
sich bei all' ihren Handlungen auf ihr Recht, aber 
dieses Recht bestand fast ausschiie3Iich in wiilkiirlichen 
Anspríichen, die sie fiir sich oder f\ir Andere erhoben und 
dem Wege der Gewalt durchzufiihren suchten. Das Raubwesen 
war fur sie ein fbrmiich berufs- und geschaftsmâBig 
betriebenes Gewerbe, dem sie mit Kiihnheit und 
Verschlagenheit, mit System und Methode nachgingen. 

So in the strictest historical sense Gottfried would probably raost 

accurately be considered a highly successful professional crirainai and 

no archetype of pristine Germanic virtue. 

This deviation from strictly objective historicai description 

implies the nature of the relationship of Goethe's drama to its source 

material and to history in general. The poet was not at all reiuctant 

to alter specific detaiis when they conflicted with his own views of 

the age. The influence of Rousseau, Herder, Mbser and his experience 

at the Strassburg Cathedral had led him to view the German Middle Ages 

as an era in which men were more vigorous, closer to nature and en-

dowed with a native sense of human decency. With these ideals fixed 

in his mind, Goethe drew freely from the Lebensbeschreibung for the raw 

material of the play: the heroic figure of Gbtz, his friends and 

enemies, his feuds and invoivement in the Peasant War. Goethe's purpose 

was to reshape this basic material into a panorama characteristic of the 
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fading Middle Ages. Yet often enough Goethe deviates from specific 

historicai fact. For instance, the death of Kaiser Maximilian was 

actually in 1519, but in order to iink the fate of Gbtz more closely 

with that of the "letzten Ritter," Goethe changes the time of the 

Kaiser's death to 1525, the period of Gbtz's invoivement with the 

Peasant War. Gbtz says of Maximilian: "Ich lieb ihn, denn wir haben 

einerlei Schicksal" (H.A.,IV:141), and indeed, shortly after Maximiiian 

dies, Gbtz dies too. 

Goethe's intentions were clearly not to create a dramatic chronicle, 

but instead to vivify and make iramediate and comprehensible a past to 

which his public was eager to respond. In later years, Goethe wrote 

concerning Gbtz: 

Es entsteht ein eigenes allgemeines Behagen, wenn 
man einer Nation ihre Geschichte auf eine geistreiche 
Weise wieder zur Erinnerung bringt; sie erfreut sich 
der Tugenden ihrer Vorfahren und beiachelt die Mângel 
derselben, welche sie lângst iiberwunden zu haben glaubt 
Teilnahme und Beifail kann daher einer soichen 
Darsteilung nicht fehlen und ich hatte mich in 
diesera Sinne einer vielfachen Wirkung zu erfreuen. 
(H.A., X:117) 

Goethe's portrayal of the late Middle Ages satisfied Sturm-und-Drang 

predispositions by lending dignity and import to a Germany that once was 

and therefore couid be again. Max Morris senses an impiicit optimisra 

in Gbtz: "Wir fiihlen: solche Krâfte kbnnen nicht ftir alie Zeiten 

einander zerstbren, und wenn sie sich reinigen und zusammenfassen, 
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wird es in Deutschland aufwãrts gehen." The decline and death of 

the Middle Ages, and the birth of the Neuzeit aiso implies a cyclical 
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view of history which, according to Vietor, is an idea that reaches 

at least back to the Stoics and that was reiterated by Vico in the 

33 
eighteenth century. Staiger sees a connection between this implied 

o rganic view of cyciicai history in Gbtz and Herder's philosophy of 
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Imguistic evolution. The long-range implications of Gbtz in the 

context of Goethe's historicai thought are not totally clear, but its 

immediate historical purport is clear enough. Goethe's friend and 

teacher, Herder, wrote in the essay "Shakespear" that a peopie must 

invent its drama according to its native culturai milieu, "nach seiner 

Geschichte, nach Zeitgeist, Sitten, Meinungen, Sprache, Nationai-
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vorurtheilen, Traditionen, und Liebhabereien. . . ."" The historical 

purport of Goethe's Gbtz is rauch the sarae, and in this spirit the poet 

set about the work of characterizing the late Middle Ages for his 

Sturra-und-Drang audience. 

The poet addresses himself to history not as a chronist but as 

an artist. Goethe abandons chronological and historical verisimilitude 

in an effort to represent his artistic vision of the age's true char-

acter. Certainly, facts are included in the presentation, but these 

only form the basic contours which the drama will foiiow. It is most 

notable that Goethe picked the abolition of the Faustrecht and the 

establishment of the Reichskaramergericht as centrai issues of the age. 

Modern historians have reached the same conciusion. Hajo Hoiborn 

writes that "the main issues were the suppression of feuds, and the 

establishment of courts and a supporting organization for the execu-

tion of judicial decisions." Goethe found feuding especially 
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interesting. Wolfgang Kayser stresses the importance of Justus Mbser's 

revaiuation of the Middle Ages for Goethe's Gbtz, and in particuiar 

Mbser's appraisai of the Faustrecht as a basic characteristic of raedi-

evai Germany's robust virtue. Mbser's essay "Von dem Faustrechte" 

appeared in 1770 and must have influenced Goethe. Kayser writes: 

Mbser hatte vom Faustrecht als kennzeichnendem 
Stilzug des 14. Jhdts. gesprochen. Wenn Goethe 
seinen Gbtz zum Vertreter solchen Rittertums 
macht, so erscheint er auch damit als Besonderer, 
Einsamer: er ist der Letzte seiner Art. Wohi 
wird noch von manchen wahrhaf ten Rittern und 
ritterlichen Herren gesprochen; die auftretenden 
aber, Weislingen und Sickingen, kbnnen nicht mehr 
als Vertreter jenes Rittertums gelten; der 
einzige Selbitz stirbt noch vor Gbtz.37 

For Goethe as for Mbser, the Faustrecht served as an index to the inner 

character of the Middle Ages. The end of the Faustrecht and the intro-

duction of Roman law is one of variations of the ciash-motif which will 

be discussed in the next section of this study. 
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UNITY OF ART AND HISTORY: "DER ROTE FADEN" OF GOTZ 

I have attempted to analyze the artistic influences and inciina-

tions that directed Goethe's literary production during the Gotz-period 

and have found that he feit the creative power of an artist-genius such 

as himself could fuse many disparate and unwieidy elements into an 

organic whole. In my examination of the reiationship between Gbtz and 

its source material, I have tried to show that Goethe was less inter-

ested in factuaiity than in portraying his version of the era's inner 

spirit. The present section of this study wiil examine the reiation-

ship between artistry and the reproduction of history in Gbtz von 

Berlichingen in an effort to demonstrate that Goethe achieves a syn-

thesis of these two areas on the motivic ievei of his drama, that the-

"roter Faden" of Gbtz, its historicai theme, aiso provides aesthetic 

coherence through the variation and recurrence of a basic motif. I have 

sought to prove that this historicai theme or motif is the conflict 

of two ages, the waning Middle Ages yieiding to nascent modernity. 

Goethe's symbol for the Middle Ages is Gbtz, a historicai figure whom 

the poet endowed with the ideal characteristics of a medievai 

Reichsritter and set up as an archetype of pristine Germanic exceilence. 

Volker Klotz has demonstrated that a drama of "open form," i.e., a 

drama of more or iess episodic nature and in which the traditionai 

unities of action, time and place have been broken up, seldom has a 

single, clearly deiineated antagonist piaying in opposition to the 

38 hero. But in Gutz, the hero's one-time friend Weislingen stands 
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out as the most visible and probably the most significant of Gbtz's 

adversaries. The conflict between Gbtz and Weisiingen is the focal 

point of the drama's clash-motif, and it sets the pattern for a series 

of variations on this theme which revolve around and reinforce this 

basic conflict. 

The recurrence of this clash-motif within the context of the 

drama's historical theme provides Gbtz with the inner unity which 

Goethe sought and at the same time it portrays with some accuracy the 

medieval panoraraa which interested him. I will first of all exaraine 

the Gbtz-Weisiingen conflict as a stateraent of the conflict of the ages 

and then, in turn, each of the other conflicts based on historical 

premises which restate this historical conflict theme. For the purpose 

of clarity, the discussion of each variation of the motif wiil appear 

under the appropriate sub-heading: a) The Gbtz-Weisiingen Conflict, 

b) Chivairic Troth vs. Political Expediency, c) The Clash of the Kaiser 

with Territoriai Lords and Merchants, d) Brother Martin and the Bishop 

of Bamberg, e) The Clash of the Peasants with the Nobiiity, and f) The 

Confrontation of Germanic and Roman Law. 

a) The Gbtz-Weisiingen Conflict 

It is clear that Gbtz is the central character of the drama and 

that he has many enemies. Frank Ryder catalogues these enemies as the 

Bishop of Bamberg, Adelbert von Weislingen, Adelheid, the Kbln merchants, 

the territoriai princes at large, the counciiors of the Eraperor, as 

39 
well as those of Heilbronn, Niirnberg and allied cities. It is easy 
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enough to see why it would be difficult to singie out any particular 

adversary as Gbtz's Gegenspieier. The Bishop is a formidabie power in 

the draraa, but he himseif acts very iittie; a substantiai argument 

suggests that Adelheid is Gbtz's major antagonist ̂"̂ ^ but in both cases 

the confrontations with Gbtz are mediated by Weislingen, "des Bischofs 

rechte Hand" (H.A., IV:74). 

Ilse Graham's recent study of Gbtz suggests that the hero's miss-

ing hand is symbolic of Weislingen, who has deserted Gbtz to join the 

forces of the Bishop. The figure of Weisiingen marks the point at 

which poetic invention and the historical theme of Gbtz converge; 

Weislingen, a character created by Goethe, is the carrier of the drama's 

historical theme. Goethe needed a figure to embody the forces which 

oppose Gbtz and so invented Weislingen. I will attempt to explain how 

the point at which Gbtz and the tendencies of the age diverge is iden-

tical with the point at which Gbtz and his chiidhood friend part company. 

Weislingen represents a knight of the old world attempting to adjust 

to the new age. Gbtz represents the knight who raakes no atterapt to 

adjust. AIl that Gbtz is—sincere, steadfast, loyal—Weislingen is 

not. Even his name, "Weisiingen," suggests his lack of color and 

vitality; Weislingen is the paiiid remnant of a once noble race, the 

Imperial Knights of raedieval Germany. 

At the draraa's beginning, Gbtz lies in ambush hoping to catch his 

erstwhile friend in retaiiation for the Bishop's unjust and iilegal 

capture of a page from Jaxthausen. Goethe's point of departure for this 

episode is to be found in a section of the Lebensbeschreibung concerning 
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Gottfried's feud against Kbln in 1509. In the course of his busi-

ness, Gottfried had occasion to ransom two raerchants, a father and son, 

He sent the father to Leipzig for "Waar und Guther," but the father 

"wurde treulo3 und meyneydig an mir und an seinem Sohn, und verriethe 

mir den Buben, da3 ihn der Bischof von Bamberg, so Georg von Limburg 
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gewesen, emgelegt . . . ". So Gottfried took action against the 

Bishop: 

Indem aber erfuhr ich, da3 er der Bischoff von 
Bamberg gen Gbppingen in Sauerbronnen ins Wiidbad 
geritten war, und woit baden fiir den reissenden 
Stein, so hett ich es guth im Sinn, ich woit ihm 
das Bad gesegnet und ihne ausgerieben haben, und hat 
raich schon zum Handel geschickt. . 43 

But the Bishop caught wind of Gottfried's scheme and managed to avoid 

him. This turn of events is reflected in Goethe's drama during the 

very first scene as two peasants discuss Gbtz's recent Streich against 

the Bishop: 

METZLER: 

SIEVERS 

Es ist doch dumm, da3 ihra der letzte 
Streich mi3gliickt ist! Er wird sich 
garstig erbost haben. 
Ich glaub nicht, da3 ihn iang was so 
verdrossen hat. Denk auch, alles war 
aufs genauste verkundschaft, wann der 
Bischof aus dera Bad kám, mit wieviei 
Reitern, welchen Weg; und wenn's nicht wár 
durch faische Leut verraten worden, wollt 
er ihra das Bad gesegnet und ihn ausgerieben 
haben. (H.A., IV:75) 

As a result of this unsuccessful Streich, Gbtz decides to move against 

"des Bischofs rechte Hand," Weislingen. Similarly, the historicai 
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Gottfried has the opportunity to capture the Bishop's brother but does 

not, since the brother has done him no wrong. Gottfried satisfies 

himself instead by seizing "einen Bunds-Rath und einen spânnigen 

Reuther" and thereby secures the reiease of his page. This short 

episode, removed as it is from the specific detail of the draraa, 

clearly contains gerrainal elements which grow in the poet's imagina-

tion. The uncaptured brother, a man ciose to the Bishop, easily be-

comes Goethe's Weislingen; and the artist-genius' "aufschweiiendes 

Gefiihl der Verhãltnisse, Ma3e und des Gehbrigen" (see p.l3) seizes 

spontaneousiy upon the role that a Weisiingen couid play as an inter-

mediary between Gbtz and the Bishop of Bamberg. This roie expands 

easily to become symbolic of the confrontation of two ages. Goethe 

begins with the concrete detail of his historicai source, embeiiishes 

it, fits it into his own vision of the era, and then weaves it into 

the fabric of his drama. 

Frank Ryder calls Weislingen "a character too much a prisoner of 
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his own Protean nature to represent any historicai force," but a 

close examination of thé text suggests otherwise. After Gbtz captures 

Weislingen and brings him home to Jaxthausen, Gbtz and Weislingen re-

call their youth together at the margrave's court. An episode from 

the Lebensbeschreibung in which the young Gottfried batters a Polish 

comrade at the dinner table serves as the starting point for this 

reminiscence. Goethe's Gbtz recounts this somewhat brutal episode 

and rerainds Weislingen how he "mit dem Polacken Hândei kriegte" 

(H.A. , IV:89). Weislingen nostalgicaiiy takes up the point and 
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gradually begins to soften toward Gbtz. Aiways together iike twin 

brothers, Gbtz and his friend were known as Castor and Poilux, and 

when Gbtz lost his hand in battle, it was Weisiingen who tended him; 

Nach der Arbeit wii3t ich nichts Angenehmers, 
als raich des Vergangenen zu erinnern. Freiiich, 
wenn ich wieder so bedenke, wie wir Liebs und 
Leids zusammen trugen, einander aiies waren, 
und wie ich damals wahnte, so sollt's unser ganzes 
Leben sein! War das nicht ail mein Trost, wie 
mir diese Hand weggeschossen ward vor Landshut, 
und du mein pflegtest, und raehr als Bruder fur 
mich sorgtest? Ich hoffte, Adelbert wird 
kiinftig meine rechte Hand sein. (H.A., IV:90) 

But instead, Weislingen becomes the Bishop's right hand. It is signif-

icant that after Gbtz loses his hand, he and Weislingen part company; 

the reader should identify Weislingen with the hand. Gbtz, though 

crippled, continues the old way of life by campaigning in Brabant, but 

Weisiingen abandons the Reichsritter tradition for what Gbtz cails "das 

ungliickliche Hofleben, und das Schlenzen und Scherwenzen mit den 

Weibern" (H.A., IV:90). When Gbtz loses his right hand, he loses 

Weisiingen to the court of the Bishop, a hotbed of intrigue and deca-

dence. As Gbtz fondly recalls their old days together, Weislingen 

pointedly reminds him, "Die Zeiten sind vorbei" (H.A., IV:89), as 

indeed they are. The youth of Gbtz and Weislingen is a portrait of 

Germany's vigorous Middle Ages which seem to have disappeared forever. 

As his end nears, Gbtz reaiizes that when he iost his hand, the pro-

cess of his physical as weil as spirituai crippiing began: "Sie haben 
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mich nach und nach verstiirameit, meine Hand, meine Freiheit, Giiter unJ 

guten Namen" (H.A., IV:173). He is the iast of his sort and has no 

piace in the then raodern world. 

During his stay at Jaxthausen, Weisiingen seeras to regret the 

error of his ways. He quickly falls in iove with Gbtz's sister Maria 

and becoraes engaged to her. He plans to marry her and raove back to 

his rauch-neglected ancestral home. It looks as if Weisiingen wiii 

indeed return to the old way of life until Franz, his page, brings 

him news of a spectacular beauty, Adelheid, who has arrived at the 

Bishop's court. At first, Weisiingen shows little interest, but once 

he has been lured back to the Bishop's court by Liebetraut, he falis 

quickiy to the power of Adelheid's seductivity. The figure of Adelheid 

functions as a catalyst to pull Weislingen away from Jaxthausen, sym-

bolically away from the old way of life back into the Bishop's court, 

symbolic of the Neuzeit. When Carl Hammer, Jr. explains the juxta-

position of Jaxthausen scenes to Bamberg scenes in Rousseauesque terms 

of natural, rugged simpiicity versus modern decadence, he is aiso 
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pointing up Goethe's impiicit judgment over the two ages. Í̂Jhen 

Adelheid first begins to work her way with him, Weisiingen puts up 

feebie resistance to her charra by insisting upon his Ritterpfiicht to 

Gbtz. For Adelheid, a raodern woman who knows no greater virtue than 

expediency, this sacred duty of the Imperiai Knight is nothing more 

than a pueriie blt of outdated medieval nonsense: "Geht! Geht! Erz'áhlt 

das Mâdchen, die den Theuerdank Íesen, und sich so einen Mann wiinschen. 
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Ritterpflicht! Kinderspiel!" (H.A., IV:112). So Weislingen rejoins 

the Bishop's entourage, marries Adelheid and makes the break with his 

noble heritage complete. 

In the Urgbtz Weislingen's ensuing persecution of Gbtz is the 

result of his bad conscience and envy of the free Reichsritter. But 

in the 1773 version, Goethe shifts the emphasis from personai conflict 

between the two toward a conflict meaningfui in historical terms. 

Philipp Hilkene takes note of this change between the two versions as 

follows: 

Denn wenn fríiher mehr persbnliche Motive 
wirkten, so war es auch mehr Intrige; jetzt 
sind aber mehr historische Krâfte ara Werke. 
Unstreitig war auch in der I. Fassung die 
Idee eines Kampfes zweier Zeitalter, des 
niedergehenden und des aufgehenden, tátig; 
aber die persbnlichen und die historischen 
Motive standen nur zufâliig verbunden 
nebeneinander; der Kampf gegen Weislingen 
und der Kampf mit den Fursten waren zwei ^g 
verschiedenen Ideen entspringende Tatsachen. 

Goethe tries to historify Weislingen's stand against Gbtz by giving him 

rational as well as personal grounds for resenting Gbtz. In Dichtung 

und Wahrheit Goethe wrote that in the revision of the Urgbtz he tried 

to give the drama, "immer mehr historischen und nationaien Gehalt" 

(H.A. IX:571). This intention becomes apparent during the initial 

conversation between Gbtz and Weislingen at Jaxthausen. In the Urgbtz 

Weislingen makes no attempt to justify his alliance with the Bishop. 

In the revised version, he contends that the Bishop and other territorial 

lords protect the people from robber-barons, and ciaims that in such 
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times as theirs when the "Erbfeind" threatens Germany and the Kaiser 

is weak, it is a raatter of political expediency to put oneseif under 

the protection of a more powerful lord. In this manner Goethe adds 

historical motivation to Weislingen's actions. 

But Goethe's Gbtz sees that the Fvirsten are working only for 

their own gain, not for the good of the Empire, and that Weisiingen is 

only a tool by which they raean to achieve their ends. Gbtz challenges 

Weisiingen's view of the princes and rebukes hira for his submission to 

them: "Und du, Weislingen, bist ihr Werkzeug!" (H.A., IV:92). It is 

here that the Gbtz-Weisiingen conflict is most ciearly a statement 

of the clash-of-the-ages theme. Gbtz's accusation strikes a note of 

dual significance. Weislingen is first the tooi of the princes and 

Adelheid; he is only a pawn in a chess game played by Adelheid and the 

Bishop (H.A., IV:105, motif recurs pp. 116, 119). But as such he is 

simultaneously the instruraent of history. Weislingen is the bridge 

between history and dramatic action: he is on the one hand a representa-

tive of historical forces and at the same time a precipitator of dramatic 

action. Weislingen is the instrument through which "das Ganze"—Goethe's 

"necessary course of events" from the Shakespeare speech—works itseif 

out and finaily brings the career of Gbtz von Beriichingen to a pitiful 

end. Prodded by Adelheid and the Bishop, Weisiingen begins by speaking 

against Gbtz and ends by hunting his old friend down. 

But when Weisiingen renounces the free, nobie existence of the 

Reichsritter, he also seals his own doom, for he is as rauch an anach-

ronisra as Gbtz. The iatter cannot live without the hand and the hand 
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cannot live without Gbtz. Weislingen works against his own nature when 

he abandons the old way of life, and so he works against nature itself. 

Adelheid's death potion is no more than an analogical portrayai of what 

he has done to hiraself. 

Even inside Gbtz's family the new age takes its toii. Emil 

Staiger observes that Goethe's Gbtz, unlike his historical predecessor, 

has only one child, the effeminate weakiing, Kari. The boy is raore at 

home with his domestic Aunt Maria than with the raen in the stable; he 

is afraid of the woods, prefers roasted apples to raw ones and does 
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not quite understand what Jaxthausen is or to whora it belongs. Karl 

must finaily be committed to a Kloster, leaving no one to carry 

on the name and tradition of Berlichingen. Karl's ideal is "das 

fromme Kind" from his Aunt's fable of Christian charity rewarded; in 

contrast to this timid piety stands the enthusiastic admiration of 

Georg, the page, for Saint George, iegendary slayer of dragons: 

"Heiliger Georg! mach mich gro3 und stark, gib mir so eine Lanze, 

Rústung und Pferd, dann la3 mir die Drachen kommen!" (H.A., IV:82). 

Only Georg shows promise of developing into a man iike Gbtz. The 

reader watches him advance from page to squire and should reasonably 

expect to see him reach maturity as a Reichsritter, but in the deca-

dent Neuzeit he can never achieve knighthood. The foreshadowing of 

Georg's unhappy end comes early in the drama. While waiting at an 

inn for news of Weislingen's whereabouts, Gbtz calls for Georg, who 

soon appears wearing Selbitz's battle armor, which is too large for 

him. It is no accident that Georg dressed up in this over-sized cuirass 
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suggests to the reader young Patroclus in the armor of Achiiles. Like 

Patroclus, Georg dies fighting to take a city on his lord's behalf. 

The fact that he perishes ignominiously under raarauding peasants serves 

to underscore the futility of chivalric gesture in such an age. 

Two further motifs which emphasize the moribund character of the 

Middle Ages are the recurring themes of wine-drinking and captivity. 

Ryder deals with both of these themes, but he treats them strictly 

as structural elements and admits of no implicit historical connota-

tions. For Ryder the frequent wine-drinking and references to wine 

are only representative of the "free and vitai life." But the re-

current drinking of wine (H.A., IV:74, 76, 77, 78, 86, 89, 93, (119), 

135, 141) seems better suited to a historical interpretation. The 

important role of wine-drinking is first of all consistent with the new 

realism of Sturm-and-Drang literature and is certainly also representa-

tive of the "free and vitai life" championed by the revolutionary 

poets. Gbtz drinks heartily with Brother Martin, with Weislingen and 

with kith and kin at Jaxthausen, but during the "Belagerungsszene" the 

wine runs out. This wine is for the most part associated with Gbtz and 

his simple, natural, medieval lifestyle, and so the "free and vital 

life" with which the wine is to be associated is that of the Middle 

Ages. When the wine runs out during the "Belagerung," it signifies 

not oniy the end of Gbtz's freedom when he must give himself into 

"ritterlich Gefângnis," but it also signals the end of the epoch of 

freedom and vitality, the German Middle Ages. 
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This wine-drinking motif converges with the captivity motif during 

the"Belagerungsszene." Throughout the drama various characters are 

pursuing and trying to capture one another, but the meaning of this 

theme becomes clearest when Gbtz is trapped at Jaxthausen. The hero 

is encircled by hostile forces and low on wine, symbolic of raedieval 

vitality. He finally has no choice but to surrender to the 

"Reichsexecution" that is besieging' hira. Significantiy enough, Gbtz 

had beforehand said, "das Schlimmste, das rair begegnen kann, ist, 

gefangen zu werden" (H.A., IV:125). The specific reference is to his 

campaign against the Iraperial troops, but in the context of the whole 

drama and of Gbtz's powerful wiil to freedora, the statement becomes 

especially meaningful. The worst does happen and Gbtz must give him-

self over to imprisonment. Sickingen frees him by force of the old 

Faustrecht, but the reprieve is short-iived. Gbtz is captured again 

and, deprived of his freedora, dies in captivity. These two themes, 

the end of the wine and the captivity of the hero, both signal the 

eclipse of the old way of iife and so take on historical significance 

in Gbtz. 

In the above paragraphs I have tried to show that the split be-

tween Gbtz and Weislingen portrays the spiit between the Middle Ages 

and the decadent Neuzeit, and that Weislingen is the instrument of 

history that finally puts an end to Gbtz and his way of iife. This 

conflict between Gbtz and Weislingen is a focal point of the drama's 

conflict-of-the-ages therae and sets the pattern for its recurrence 

and variation. The discussion of the contrast between Karl and Georg 
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and of the wine and captivity motifs, though not directly related to 

the clash-motif, further underscore Goethe's idea of the dying Middle 

Ages and so are indirectly relevant to the discussion at hand. I will 

now turn to the recurrence and variation of the clash-theme, first at 

the example of the theme of broken troth, a motif closely related to 

the Gbtz-Weislingen conflict. 

b) The Conflict of Chivalric Troth and Political Expediency 

The hero of Goethe's drama is representative of the days in which 

the oid Germanic virtues of rauot, railtc and triuwe were paramount. 

Gbtz is a warlike man of nobie and high-minded spirit; he is generous, 

hospitable and, especiaily, faithful. This final virtue of "Treue" 

or troth is of particular importance to the drama. The therae of broken 

troth is the second of Goethe's major clash-motifs and is closely re-

lated to the Gbtz-Weislingen conflict. Gbtz's old-fashioned notion 

of knightly troth collides with the age's new dictum of politicai 

expediency. "Der getreuherizige GOtz," as he is often caiied, is a 

man of his word and expects the same good faith of other raen and wo-

men. But this troth of his is only the vestige of a doomed era. 

Reichsritter like Gbtz and Selbitz remain determined to raaintain their 

independence and keep faith with their conception of honor, but a man 

like Weislingen expedientiy sacrifices his freedom to the comfortable 

security offered hira by the despotic Bishop. As Liebetraut suggests, 

a noose woven "aus drei m'áchtigen Stricken, Weiber-, Fiirstengunst und 

Schmeichelei" (H.A., IV:109) can easily ensnare the likes of Weislingen, 
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At the court of Bamberg, Weislingen at first resists the overtures 

of the Bishop and Adelheid by insisting upon his Ritterpflicht to 

Gbtz, but Adelheid reminds him that raodern law releases raen from the 

bond of their word (H.A., IV:112), and so Weislingen finaliy breaks 

faith with Gbtz and Maria and stays at Bamberg. 

Time and again men less noble than Gbtz break troth with him: 

the Bishop breaks his word to Gbtz by capturing a page at a tirae when 

they had already raade peace; Weislingen abandons Gbtz and Maria, to 

whom he has pledged faith; the Iraperial "Reichsexecution" gives its 

word in the name of the Kaiser to honor Gbtz's pledge of "ritterliche 

Haft" but immediately breaks faith; in the court scene the councilors 

break their word; in the Urgbtz even Sickingen is faithiess when he 

abandons Maria for Adelheid. The final blow comes to Gbtz when he 

raust deai with the faithiess peasants. They first of ail force hira 

to break his oath of Urfehde, a sign that the end is surely near.. 

Then they break their word to him by continuing to burn and pillage 

wantonly, and thereby they offer the enemies of Gbtz a iegal pretext 

to rid themselves of him perraanently. In the end Gbtz recognizes that 

the age of troth has collided with the less noble Neuzeit and must die: 

"Es koramen die Zeiten des Betrugs, es ist ihm Freiheit gegeben. Die 

Nichtswiirdigen werden regieren mit List, und der Edle wird in ihre 

Netze fallen" (H.A., IV:175). 

Weislingen is the prime example of broken troth. He stands in 

bold contrast to Gbtz as a faithless weakling who trades his heritage 

and dignity for.the security of subjugation to the Bishop and Adelheid 
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But Goethe elaborates the troth theme further on another level. He 

juxtaposes the characters of Lerse and Franz in their relationships 

to Gbtz and Weisiingen. Goethe derived the figure of Lerse from the 

Lebensbeschreibung and named him for a friend at Strassburg (H.A., 

IX:373). Gottfried recails in his autobiography how once in a skir-

mish he was opposed by a "Mânnlein" who later came to him wishing to 

serve for a year without pay. Goethe recasts this figure in the 

form of Lerse who, in true knightly style, admires Gbtz as a warrior 

and leader and so wishes to serve under hira. Lerse tells how glad 

he was to engage in corabat with him: 

Ich kannte Eueren Namen, und da lernt ich Euch 
kennen. Ihr wiBt, ich hieit nicht stand; Ihr saht, 
es war nicht Furcht, denn ich kam wieder. Kurz, 
ich lernt Euch kennen, und von Stund an beschloB 
ich, Euch zu dienen. (H.A., IV:129) 

Each having tried the other's prowess and courage, they quickly form 

a bond of mutual respect and honor. The sort of bond between Lerse 

and Gbtz can be contrasted with the conspicuous absence of a similar 

bond between the commander of the "Reichsexecution" and his sorry lot 

of "Mietlinge" (H.A., IV:126). Lerse's relationship to Gbtz reflects 

the medieval comitatus ideal and also stands in boidest contrast to 

the relationship of Franz to Weislingen. Lerse keeps faith with Gbtz 

through the worst, but Franz cannot even be trusted with Weislingen's 

wife. Adelheid seduces him and employs him to her own ends. She 

ironically mocks the virtue of faith when she promises him: "Wanke 
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nicht von deiner Lieb und Treu, und der schbnste Lohn soil dir werden" 

(H.A., IV:155). She means of course his "Lieb und Treu" to her, but 

his troth rightfully belongs to Weislingen, whom he deceives and 

eventually raurders at her command. 

The theme of troth is one of the characteristics that Goethe 

winnows from the raw material of history in his atterapt to portray the 

inner spirit of the Middle Ages. I have here atterapted to show how 

he weaves this therae into Gbtz as a variation of the ciash-of-the-ages 

raotif. The ideal virtue of troth belongs to Goethe's conception of 

the Middle Ages, and faithlessness beiongs to modernity or his "Zeiten 

des Betrugs." The coraitatus ideal exists between Lerse and Gbtz; it 

also exists between Gbtz and the Kaiser, and it should exist between 

the territorial lords and the Kaiser, but it does not. The resultant 

conflict between the Kaiser and the princes, and aiso between the 

Kaiser and the merchants is another variation of the basic clash-motif. 

c) The Clash of the Kaiser with the Territorial Lords and Merchants 

The failure of the princes and merchants of the Empire to support 

the Kaiser is the third strand of the drama's clash-motif. The princes 

in particular have a hereditary obligation to band together in support 

of Kaiser and Erapire, but in the "Zeiten des Betrugs" it no longer 

seems expedient to them to uphold this ancient tradition. Goethe 

delineates this theme most clearly in the Urgbtz when Maximilian tries 

unsuccessfully at the Augsburg Diet to exact contributions of men and 

money from the Reichsfiirsten (G.A., IV:568-570). He omits this scene 
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in the 1773 version, but he also shifts the same historical iraport to 

another scene so that nothing is lost. In the revised version we leam 

of the princes' failure to support the Kaiser frora Gbtz during his 

first conversation with Weislingen. The Kaiser, like Gbtz, is fighting 

a losing battle against the decadent Neuzeit and its despotic Fursten. 

Gbtz explains to Weislingen: 

Und mit unserm Kaiser spieien sie auf eine 
unanstândige Art. Er raeint's gut und rabcht 
gern bessern. Da komrat denn aile Tage ein neuer 
Pfannenflicker und raeint so und so. Und weil 
der Herr geschwind etwas begreift, und nur reden 
darf, um tausend Hande in Bewegung zu setzen, so 
denkt er, es war auch alles so geschwind und 
leicht ausgefiihrt. Nun ergehn Verordnungen iiber 
Verordnungen, und wird eine iiber die andere 
vergessen; und was den Fiirsten in ihren Kram 
dient, da sind sie hinterher und gloriieren von 
Ruh und Sicherheit des Reichs, bis sie die Kleinen 
unterm FuB haben. Ich will darauf schwbren, es 
dankt mancher in seinera Herzen Gott, daB der Tiirk 
dem Kaiser die Waage halt. (H.A., IV:91) 

The knightly Maximilian, a traditional hero of the Gerraan people, is 

as much out of his eiement in such an era as Gbtz is. Adelheid ridi-

cules his Theuerdank as childish sentiraentality and clairas that his 

interest in the rights of individuals signals the loss of his regal 

spirit (H.A., IV:112, 152). The age no longer has roora for great 
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individualists like Gbtz and Maximiiian. The age demands cunning 

politicians like the Bishop of Bamberg who shows little cooperation 

with the Emperor. 

Maximilian also finds little support among the merchants of the 

Empire. As the Kaiser and Weislingen are leaving the Augsburg Diet 
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together, two merchants prostrate themseives before him and piead that 

he do soraething about the dreadful highwaymen, Gbtz von Beriichingen 

and Hans von Selbitz. The Kaiser replies: 

Wenn ein Kaufmann einen Pfeffersack verliert, soil 
man das ganze Reich aufmahnen; und wenn Handel 
vorhanden sind, daran Kaiserliche Majestât und 
dera Reich viel gelegen ist, daB es Kbnigreich, 
Fiirstentum, Herzogtum und anders betrifft, so 
kann euch kein Mensch zusammenbringen. (H.A., 
IV:122; cf. Urgbtz, G.A., IV:571) 

Goethe drew these lines directly from the Lebensbeschreibung, and 

Gottfried actually attributes the statement to Kaiser Maximilian. So 

in the narrower sense, this situation is probably historicai. But the 

general state of affairs between the Kaiser, the princes and the bur-

ghers is what is raost meaningful in Gbtz. This triangular conflict is 

another of the basic characteristics of the age which Goethe organ-

icaliy builds into Gbtz. Historians assure us that a "triangular 

struggle for power and independence araong the eraperor, the princes, 
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and the cities" afflicted the age. The faiiure of the territorial 

lords to live up to their obligations and the stinginess of the 

merchants restate once again the conflict of the noble Middle Ages 

with the decadent Neuzeit. 

I have thus far examined conflicts which may be thought of as 

taking place on an institutional level: the Kaisertum, Rittertum, 

Furstentum and even the Biirgertum as it is fleetingly represented by 
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the merchants. The clergy is another institution which contributes 

its character to Goethe's medieval panorama and constitutes the fourth 

appearance of the clash-of-the-ages motif. 

d) Brother Martin and the Bishop of Bamberg 

Though Brother Martin and the Bishop of Bamberg never come into 

contact during the drama, Goethe implies a contrast between them that 

is clear. Hamraer briefly discusses the monk as a Rousseauesque figure 

obliged to live out of harmony with nature by virtue of his oath to 

poverty, chastity and obedience. Hammer also points out that the 

"ignorance and unscrupulousness of the ecclesiastics at the court stand 
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in marked contrast to the sincerity and simplicity of Brother Martin." 

The raonk's most striking role is indeed his function as a mouthpiece 

for Goethe's Sturm-und-Drang nature philosqphy, but he aiso functions 

as a vehicle of exposition for Gbtz; it is from him that we first 

learn that Gbtz is the knight "den die Fiirsten hassen und zu dera die 

Bedrangten sich wenden!" (H.A., IV:81). But Brother Martin has yet 

another function, a historical one, which has corae under sorae criticisra. 

Many observers would like to equate Brother Martin, the wandering, 

restless monk from Erfurt, with Martin Luther, but they have found 

themselves unabie to do so. For this and other reasons, Meyer-Benfey 

calls Gbtz a "Geschichtsfalschung" (see p. 1). Frank Goodrich writes 

in his introduction to Gbtz that Goethe's failure to deal with the 

Reformation is a surprising omission. He states that Goethe ignores 

this yital period. 
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which at the very time of the action, in 1519, 
was agitating the whoie of the German nation as 
it had never been agitated before! The names 
'Martin' and 'Erfurt' connected with the monk 
. . . seem to be iittie more than jest.55 

The opinions of Goodrich and Meyer-Benfey are weii grounded, but these 

critics fail to note that the subject of Goethe's drama is not the 

Reformation but the decline and death of the Middle Ages. Ernst 

Beutier offers a plausible explanation for Goethe's apparent ailusion 

to Martin Luther by characterizing the monk In terms of Goethe's 

interest in the dying Middle Ages as opposed to the Reformation's 

rejuvenation of vitaiity: 

Goethes Herz war mit den Untergehenden. 
Denn die Gestalt des Bruders Martin als 
Kiinder eines Neuen, Kommenden erscheint 
nur am Rande, taucht auf und verschwindet. 
Sie trâgt das Stiick nicht. Sie ist da, einmal 
um mit ihrer Verehrung Gbtzens iiber dessen 
Gestait gleichsam ein Sakraies zu gieBen, 
dann, um dera Stiick das Apokalyptische zu 
nehraen. Sie weist, wenn auch sehr zuriickhaitend, 
auf einen neuen Menschen, einen neuen Adel, da 
der alte versinkt. Dieser alte Adel ist keiner 
des Geistes, sondern noch einer der Faust, 
freilich so, da3 die Faust im Dienste des 
Herzens steht, und eines edlen Herzens.56 

It is oniy in this sense that Brother Martin is to be associated with 

Luther and the Reformation. Otherwise he remains basicaliy another 

representative of Goethe's Middle Ages. The figure of Brother Martin 

has a spirit kindred to that of Gbtz, and so he should be associatcd 

with the spirit of the Middle Ages. Bound by unnaturai oath to a 

church led by men like the Bishop of Bamberg, Brother Martin, iike 
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Gbtz, finds himself trapped in an age for which he is not suited. If 

Brother Martin is to be associated with the Reformation, it is only 

as a faint hint at the coming rejuvenation of German vitality. But 

the greater importance of this figure lies in the marked contrast 

between hira and the court ecciesiastics. This contrast eraphasizes 

again the drama's basic historicai theme, the conflict of medieval 

virtue with modern decadence. 

A less subtle link with history is proyided by the Bauernkrieg 

of 1525, which Goethe took from Gottfried's Lebensbeschreibung. This 

conflict between peasants and nobility is the fifth historicaliy de-

termined manifestation of the drama's central clash-motif. 

e) The Clash of the Peasants and the Nobiiity 

In the first scene of Act I, Goethe already prepares his audience 

for the eventual eruption of violence when Metzier and Sievers come 

to blows, with emissaries of the Bishop. Again in the peasant wedding 

scene of Act II we hear of commoners victiraized by the new iegai sys-

tem of the upper classes. Finally in Act V the war begins. The 

historical Gottfried was drawn into the Bauernkrieg much iike Goethe's 

Gbtz. Both men became reluctant leaders of the peasant forces, and 

for Goethe's hero it coraes to a particulariy unhappy end. Like 

Gottfried before hira, he raust vioiate his own oath of Urfehde to join 

the peasants who have threatened his faraily and estate. l̂/hen Gbtz 

breaks the terms of his treaty, iiis eneraies seize the opportunity to 

put an end to hira and his way of life. 
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The peasant uprising is another of the basic characteristics of 

the age which Goethe sensed to be representative of the late Middle 

Ages. The conflict of peasants and nobility fits well into Kis scherae 

of clashes, and Goethe also portrays the spirit of the conflict with 

a good degree of accuracy. The war was iargeiy a response to harsh 

and unfair treatraent of the peasants at the hands of the gentry. In 

the Urgbtz Goethe motivates Metzler's truculent rapacity by describ-

ing the sufferings inflicted upon him by his lord (G.A., IV:616-617). 

But the crude historicity of the war in Gbtz is not its raost impor-

tant aspect. The conflict between the peasants and nobility serves 

to show once again Goethe's concept of a historicai confrontation of 

two ages as the peasants of the happier, more unified Middie Ages defy 

a seif-seeking nobiiity grown despotic. Historian Hajo Holborn writes 

that "the peasants rose to restore the 'old law' that had been custom-

ary in the times of their fathers, before it had been undermined by the 
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new territoriai princes." 

Goethe picks up this theme of the confrontation of the "oid iaw" 

with the "new iaw" and shapes it into another manifestation of his 

ciash-motif. The old iaw is the so-called Germanic iaw of ancient 

tradition, the new law is the Roman law which was coming into wide-

spread use during the late Middle Ages. The Germanic law had served 

thc peopie well for centuries, and so Goethe portrays it as a more 

naturai, better means to justice. Roman iaw appears as a foreign, 

artificial product of reason rigidly codified in books intelligibie 

only to the trained academician. I wili try to show that the natural 
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law of the Middle Ages must yieid to the codified iaw of the Neuzeit, 

just as Gbtz and all of his world must yield to modernity. 

f) The Clash of Roraan and Germanic Law 

The representative of Roraan law in Gbtz is Olearius, the jurist 

at the court of Bamberg. He is a native German who left his home in 

Frankfurt to study at the law school in Bologna. He has returned to 

introduce the foreign laws into his native iand and has even assumed 
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the Latin form of his reai name, Ohlraann. Bologna was indeed the 

university to which many Germans went for instruction in Justinian's 

Corpus Juris Civilis. The chancery of Charles IV was the first German 

court to accomodate the learned jurists, who were ranked among the 

lower nobility. During the reigns of Frederick III and Maxiraiiian I, 

i.e., during the lifetirae of Gbtz, the jurists becarae firmly entrenched 
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in society and court life throughout the Empire. 

That Olearius should appear at the court in Bamberg is most 

appropriate, for the territorial lords like Goethe's Bishop were indeed 

the most zealous promoters of Roman law in Germany. They found in the 

code a means of arrogating power which under traditional law had been 

more equitably distributed. By 1500 the old Germanic practice of 

public, oral judicial process carried out by peers of the litigants 

had been supplanted by a foreign code .that required specially trained 
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advocates who could essentially make of the iaw what they wanted. 

In the twelfth book of Dichtung und Wahrheit, Goethe systematicaliy 

describes the uses and misuses of the Reichskammergericht and its law 
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which he had dramatically portrayed as a young man in Gbtz (G.A., 

X:575-576). Modern historian N. F. Cantor provides a more concise 

analysis of the situation when he writes: 

It is true that this reception of Roman law 
brought unfortunate consequences politically 
in that it provided the juristic basis for the 
absolutisra of the later raiddle ages and early 
modern times, but the other characteristics of 
the Justinian code are so much in line with 
enlightenment and rationality that it deserves ,, 
to be recognized as an unsurpassed legal system. 

Those principles which the new Roraan law had in comraon with the 

eighteenth-century Aufklãrung had to be rejected by the young Stiirmer 

und DrMnger. Goethe's arrogant Oiearius praises the rationai, analyt-

ical Justinian code as a collection of all laws which stands above the 

frail mutability of human inclination. He ironicaiiy refers to it as 

a "book of books," as if it should replace the Bibie, a more naturai 

source of human laws: 

Man mbcht's wohl ein Buch aller Biicher nennen; 
eine Sararalung aller Gesetze; bei jedem Fail der 
Urteilsspruch bereit; und was ja noch abgãngig oder 
dunkel wâre, ersetzen die Glossen, womit die 
gelehrtesten Manner das vortrefflichste Werk 
geschmiickt haben. (H.A., IV:94) 

In the context of Gbtz, such smug bookishness is criticized as 

unrelated to real life and incapabie of properiy serving justice. 

The first thesis of Goethe's iegal dissertation, the Positiones Juris, 

proposes that natural rights are those which nature teaches to all 

beings: "Jus naturae est, quod natura orania animaiia docuit." The 
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implication is that a book of laws is artificial and superfluous. His 

forty-ninth thesis puts forth the idea that it is furthermore impossi-

ble to assemble a book of ali laws: "Legum corpus nunquara colligendura" 

(DjĜ , 1:54, 58). In the light of his theses it becomes evident that 

in Gbtz the Justinian code is to be understood as pedantic, unnatural 

law. Goethe sensed in the Roman code an artificiality rauch the sarae 

as that which he sensed in the prescripts of classical dramaturgy and 

architecture. Law, like art, must spring from its native miiieu. 

Opposed to the Roman code is the old Germanic law temperéd by 

Christian ethic. Goethe conceives of the old law roughly in terms of 

a vigorous "Naturrecht" in which he understands justice as divine will 

and man's responsiblity to maintain the natural order. The final scene 

of the second act finds Gbtz at a peasant wedding with his friend 

Selbitz. They listen to complaints from the wedding couple's fathers 

concerning an unsatisfactory experience with Roman law. After nearly 

eight years of iitigation and exploitation by the assessor Sapupi, 

"ein verfluchter schwarzer Italiener" (H.A., IV:119), the two men settle 
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their dispute over a piece of land privateiy and peaceably. They 

have suffered losses only to the dishonest assessor. Order has been 

restored without the interference of foreign laws and lawyers. The 

bride's father reflects a typical dissatisfaction when he says: "Geh 

aber, wie's will, prozessieren tu ich mein Tag nit mehr. Was das ein 

Geldspiel kost! Jeden Reverenz, den Euch ein Prokurator raacht, raiiBt 

Ihr bezahlen" (H.A., IV:119-120). This unhappiness with Roraan law 

and its advocates was widespread during the iate Middle Ages. Peasants 
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had traditionally enjoyed a certain araount of autonomy in the imple-

mentation of justicewithin their own ciass. But with the advent of 

Roman law the precepts of custom and unwritten laws were no longer 

legally binding. In this manner the helpiess peasants were delivered 
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over into the hands of lawyers such as Sapupi. A flyer of 1493 ex-

presses the sarae sentiraent as Goethe's peasants: 

,Die bringent frerades recht ins lant, 
es ist ein jaramer und klagen, 
die wisen herren vul unverstand 
die wird man aii verjagen.'64 

The unpopular jurists, whom Sebastian Brant likens to robber barons 

in his Narrenschiff, were indeed chased away at tiraes. Goethe's 

Olearius reports that when he returned to Frankfurt for his father's 

inheritance, the rabble alraost stoned him when they heard he was an 

advocate. He continues, "Sie halten den Juristen so arg, als einen 

Verwirrer des Staats, einen Beutelschneider, und sind wie rasend, 

wenn einer dort sich niederzulassen gedenkt" (H.A., IV:95). 

The landed gentry also resisted the Roman code vigorousiy. They 

preferred courts coraposed of honorable if unlearned landsmen to those 

of the captious, greedy "Doctores." Goethe's Gbtz is just such a 

character: sincere, honorable, simple, bound to home, nature and 

tradition, he asserts his belief in the God-given natural rights of 

the individual against the rights granted by codified law and society. 

Goethe endows this noble, free Imperial Knight with a native sense of 

justice and the good which seems to him characteristic of the Middle 

Ages. As William Witte notes, when Gbtz encourages the peasants to 
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protest the abuses of the assessor Sapupi to the imperiai inspectors, 

"he takes his stand (whether he knows it or not) on a principle of 

natural law which concedes validity to any legai ruiing only in so 

far as it operates justly." But Gbtz makes his most decisive stand 

for the individual's naturai rights by ignoring the Imperial edict of 

1495 which outlawed feuding. 

In an effort to bring peace to the Empire, the Reichskararaergericht 

of 1495 called for an end to all feuding and established the Cameral 

Tribunal to settle disputes. Of course this tribunal foilowed Roman 

law and was dorainated by the territorial princes. It is just such a 

territorial prince with whora Gbtz comes intp conflict. The Bishop of 

Bamberg audaciously captures and holds one of Gbtz's pages. Gbtz makes 

the traditionally accepted response of declaring a private war on the 

Bishop, but in so doing he violates the Kaiser's Landfrieden. By the 

old law such a feud is both honorable and just, and Gbtz is deterrained 

to assert the God-given right to protect personally his interests. 

Gbtz is an Iraperial Rnight "der nur abhangt von Gott, seinera Kaiser und 

sich selbst" (H.A., IV:90), and he despises the arrogant princes who 

exploit the people and the law to increase personal wealth and power. 

For Gbtz there is no other choice than to resort to raedieval Faustrecht. 

Goethe was probably farailiar with Justus Mbser's essay "Von dem 

Faustrecht" when he wrote Gbtz. Even if hc was not, Goetlie's handiing 

of the theme harmonizes with Mbser's characterization of the feud as 

a noble and highly civilized form of warfare which somehow produces a 

more righteous justice than a court judgment can. Mbser calis the age 
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of Faustrecht in Germany that in which "unsere Nation das grbEte 

Gefiihl der Ehre, die raehrste kbrperliche Tugend und eine eigene Na-

66 
tionalgrbBe gezeiget hat." Goethe's feuding hero acts out this 

honorabie, virtuous "NationaigrbBe" for the popular iraagination of 

the late eighteenth-century, a tirae in which many people felt them-

selves beleaguered by the same despotism and artif iciaiity which Gbtz 

opposes. But the knight's recourse to traditional law fails him, as 

it must; as Weisiingen has reminded him, "Die Zeiten sind vorbei," 

Gbtz eventually finds himself outlawed by the Kaiser, embattied at 

Jaxthausen, and finally taken prisoner under ignominious circumstances. 

The first truly serious blow to Gbtz comes when the Kaiser out-

laws him. Maximilian's Iraperial ban deprives Gbtz of all civil rights, 

thereby making clear that times have indeed changed. According to the 

old law, the natural law, only that which was just was binding. Gbtz's 

declaration of war on the Bishop was a just act since the Bishop had 

been the first aggressor. But now the new law has deprived Gbtz of 

his natural rights without regard to what is just or unjust; only the 

letter of the law is taken into account. It becoraes ciear that rights 

are no longer God-given but are granted to the individual by grace of 

law, society and the Kaiser. 

The second serious blow to Gbtz comes when he surrenders to the 

Imperial troops. In true knightly style he voluntarily suspends his 

liberty by giving himself into "ritterlich Gefângnis." The officers 

agree in the narae of the Kaiser to grant Gbtz and his entire household 

safe-conduct, but as soon as they leave Jaxthausen the soidiers 
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treacherously capture Gbtz and aii who accorapany him. While im-

prisoned at Heilbronn, Gbtz comes face to face with the new law. A 

deputation of councilors summons him before the court. Gbtz appears, 

but he refuses to show the court his respect. He knows his rights have 

been unjustly violated. They try to force him to sign an Urfehde, 

which the clerk reads aloud: "'lch Gbtz von Berlichingen bekenne 

bffentlich durch diesen Brief: daB, da ich mich neulich gegen Kaiser 

und Reich rebeilischer Weise aufgelehnt-'"; outraged, Gbtz interrupts, 

"Ich bin kein Rebell, habe gegen Ihro Kaiserliche Majestat nichts 

verbrochen, und das Reich geht mich nichts an" (H.A., IV:147). Gbtz 

entered the feud to protect himseif and his page; he refuses to re-

nounce these God-given rights in deference to the court's laws of ink 

and paper. Like the soldiers before them, the councilors break their 

word and threaten to imprison Gbtz in the tower if he does not accede 

to their demands. Gbtz loses all patience, and a brawl breaks out in 

the courtroom. But this confrontation is cut short when Sickingen and 

his men threaten to burn and plunder the town if Gbtz is not released. 

Sickingen's Faustrecht has triumphed, but oniy teraporariiy. Gbtz 

voluntarily retires to Jaxthausen and has sworn not to go beyond the 

precincts of his estate. But, as discussed earlier (see p.45), when 

the Bauernkrieg begins, the peasants coerce Gbtz into becoming a leader 

of their forces. The struggle degenerates into wholesale siaughter, 

and the enemies of Gbtz see their opportunity to rid themseives of 

him for good and all. Gbtz has again violated the law by leaving 

Jaxthausen and joining the peasants in their uprising. This third 
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confrontation with the law will be his last. Weislingen ruthlessly 

pursues the old, wounded Gbtz through the forest. The reader's final 

glimpse of Gbtz in freedom occurs at the gypsy encampment where he 

seeks aid. With Weislingen in close pursuit, Gbtz is forced to 

abandon the gypsy camp hastily. When he leaves, he is no longer wear-

ing his armor, symbolic trappings of the Middle Ages which are gone 

forever. The new law again deprives him of his rights and freedom, 

and Gbtz dies imprisoned at the tower in Heilbronn. 

Aiv)ther conspicuous lawbreaker in Gbtz is the lovely adultress, 

Adelheid. She murders her husband, but somehow manages to avoid pros-

ecution in the courts. So when Roman law proves unable to mete out 

justice, Goethe enlists the aid of the grim Femgerícht, whose secret 

tribunal sentences her to death and quickly carries out the execution. 

In this instance, justice is measured not in terms of written law but 

in terms of man's innate sense of what is right. 

There can be no doubt that Goethe's legal studies were a signifi-

cant factor in the formation of the ideas which are apparent in Gbtz. 

Hammer points out that as a lawyer Goethe himself had to deal with 
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the archaic and ineffective Reichskamraergericht at Wetzlar. Goethe 

explains in Díchtung und Wahrheit that during his preparatory studies 

for Gbtz he became interested in the cameral court and was pleased by 

his upcoming opportunity to observe it: 

. . . denn das Kammergericht war doch auch im 
Gefolge des Landfriedens entstanden, und die 
Geschichte desselben konnte fur einen bedeutenden 
Leitfaden durch die verworrenen deutschen 
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Ereignisse gelten. Gibt doch die Beschaffenheit 
der Gerichte und der Heere die genauste Einsicht 
in die Beschaffenheit irgend eines Reichs. (G.A. 
X:573-574) 

Goethe states his intention to use the history of the court and its 

Roraan iaw as a "Leitfaden" in Gbtz. It marks his attempt to seiect 

from the raw material of history a significant characteristic from 

the age of Gbtz and then organicaily weave it into the drama. He 

portrays the confrontation of Germanic and Roman law in such a manner 

that it restates his basic clash-of-the-ages motif. 

In this chapter I have tried to outiine the basic variations of 

the clash raotif which unifies this drama. The historical theme of 

the play is the death of the Middle Ages or, more precisely, its 

coilision with and fall before the momentum of the waxing Neuzeit. 

Goethe selects basic characteristics of the age, e.g., the nobie 

Reichsritter, the ideal of troth, the simple, sincere cieric, feuds, 

the peasant uprising and Germanic iaw, and then shows them ali in con-

flict with the decadent values of the new age. In every confrontation, 

the values of the raore virtuous Middle Ages and the nobie raen of the 

Middle Ages are doomed to fail by the "notwendigen Gang des Ganzen," 

by the irresistibie course of historical events. The unity of art and 

history in Gbtz rests in the dramatic portrayai and reportrayal of this 

historical theme. 

\ 
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CONCLUSION 

The issue of whether or not Goethe's Gbtz may properly be consid-

ered a historicai drama is no longer a point of serious schoiarly 

interest. But the role that history does piay in the drama stili de-

mands attention. Meyer-Benfey calls Gbtz a "Geschichtsfâlschung" and 

prefers to interpret it in terms of the poet's personaiity and biog-

raphy. More recently Friedrich Sengle has come to the conclusion that 

Goethe was mostiy interested in portraying the age's "innere histo-

rische Wahrheit." It is surely safe to say that Goethe did not feel 

himself to be in competition with writers of history. He ieft such 

matters to men iike Justus Mbser. The question of the relationship 

between poets and historians was answered by Goethe in the Maximen 

und Reflexionen: 

Die Frage, wer hbher steht, der Historiker oder 
der Dichter, darf gar nicht aufgeworfen werden; 
sie konkurrieren nicht Tniteinander, so wenig ais 
der Wettiáufer und der Faustkampfer. (H.A., XII:390) 

Goethe did not see himseif as a historian and naturaiiy felt no great 

obligation toward historicity. His Gbtz is not the theatrical re-

enactment of a historical event; it is instead the poet's attempt to 

vivify his perception of Germany's Middle Ages and thereby to make 

them accessible to his contemporary worid. 

I have tried to show that Goethe's interest in the Middle Ages 

was marked by a speciai interest in the period's art and architecture. 
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specificaliy in Shakespeare and the Strassburg Cathedral. Goethe had 

from Shakespeare the notion of drama as a "Raritatenkasten" of the 

world's history in which the individual's presumed free wiii must 

clash against the ineluctabie course of events. His thoughts on the 

Strassburg Cathedral are roughly parallel to his thoughts on Shake-

speare. He views the Cathedral's creator as an artist-genius on a 

level with Shakespeare and himseif. Shakespeare's "Raritatenkasten" 

anticipates the manifold complexity of the Strassburg Cathedrai, and 

both eraerge in Gbtz as a colorful panorama of iate medievai Germany, 

Goethe aiso sensed in Shakespeare's drama and in the Cathedral's com-

plexity an "inner form" which gave their art its proper unity. This 

organic unity is the point at which art and history meet in Gbtz. 

Goethe's sense of "Verhãltnisse, Ma3e und des Gehbrigen" (see p.l3) 

forged the unwieldy raw material of history into an aestheticaily 

coherent whole. He seiected from history representative characteris-

tics which suited his vision of the Middle Ages and then wove them 

together as a recurring motif. This motif is identical with the 

drama's historicai therae, the ciash of the Middle Ages with the dawning 

Neuzeit. 

The dramatic theme of Gbtz is the clash of the "presumed freedom 

of the individual's wiil against the inexorable course of events," 

and the individual in this case is Gbtz. This dramatic clash becomes 

historicai when one realizes that the Bishop and his tool, Weislingen, 

are representative of historical forces which put an end to Gbtz and, 

s>TnboiicaIly, to the Middle Ages. Goethe takes up this clash-of-the-ages 

^ 
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theme as his basic historical characteristic and reshapes it into t!.e 

forms which I have discussed. He attempts to penetrate history by 

portraying that which is typical or representative and not what is 

mereiy factual. But Goethe conceives of the typicai in an ideal sense. 

His Gotz is obviously not meant to be the average man of the Middle 

Ages; he is instead a man whose stature magnifies ali of the ideals 

which Goethe deeras representative of the Middle Ages: sincerity, 

independence, selflessness, integrity and good faith are ali coraponents 

of Gbtz's personality. These ideais die when Gbtz comes into conflict 

with the despotic Neuzeit. The recurrence and variation of the ciash-

motif throughout this drama support the basic historical theme while 

simultaneously serving as the drama's "roter Faden" of unity. The 

excellence of Gbtz lies not in its fidelity to historical fact but in 

its attempt to grasp an earlier era by means of artistic creativity. 
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